R22 BETA II

REVISED: JANUARY 2019

STANDARD

OPTICAL INSTRUMENT LOCATION
ALTITUDE
MANIFOLD PRESSURE
CARB. AIR TEMP
CLOCK

ENGINE/ ROTOR TACH
AIRSPEED
AIRSPEED
OPTICAL ASPEX PRIMARY FLIGHT DISPLAY

OPTIONAL

MANIFOLD PRESSURE
ALTITUDE

R22 BETA II

REVISED: JANUARY 2019

ICS/ AUDIO PANEL:
AA83 --------------- (STD) ICS
GMA 3500 MHz ------- A/D O/N R/NL

TRANSPONDER OPTIONS:
GTX 335 -------------- ADS-B OUT (STD)
GTX 345 -------------- ADS-B OUT/IN

TRANSCIEVERS:
GTR 225B -------------- (STD)

NOTE: ADS-B INPUT (TRAFFIC & WEATHER):
IN U.S.A.: WEATHER & TRAFFIC AVAILABLE
OUTSIDE U.S.A.: WEATHER NOT AVAILABLE.
TRAFFIC SHOWS OTHER ADS-B EQUIPPED AIRCRAFT

GPS OPTIONS:
IFD440 -------------- GPS/COM (AVIONICS STACK ONLY)
GTX 635 -------------- GPS/COM (PILOT SIDE ONLY)
GTX 850 -------------- GPS/COM/NAV (PILOT SIDE ONLY)

NOTE IFD440 NAV REQUIRES GMA 350H.
R44 RAVEN I & CADET
6-INST CONSOLE

REVISED: JANUARY 2019

STANDARD

OPT L INSTRUMENT LOCATION
ALTIMETER
MANIFOLD PRESSURE

AIRSPEED
ENGINE/ROTOR TACH
RATE OF CLimb

FREEFLIGHT RADIO OPT L RAD ALT

OPT L ASPEX PRIMARY FLIGHT DISPLAY

ENGINE/ROTOR TACH
MANIFOLD PRESSURE

CARB AIR TEMP
CLOCK

OPTIONAL
R44 RAVEN I & CADET
8-INST CONSOLE

REVISED: JANUARY 2019
R44 CADET

NOT AVAILABLE ON RAVEN I

REVISED: JANUARY 2019
R44 RAVEN I & CADET
6-INST CONSOLE, ICS

REVISED: JANUARY 2019

ICS/ AUDIO PANEL:
AA93 --------------- (STD) ICS
GMA 350H ------------ AUD CNTRL

TRANSCIVERS:
GTR 225B ------------ (STD)

TRANSPONDER OPTIONS:
GTR 225B X CVR
GTX 335 ------------ ADS-B OUT (STD)
GTX 365 ------------ ADS-B OUT/IN

NOTE: ADS-B INPUT (TRAFFIC & WEATHER):
IN U.S.A.: WEATHER & TRAFFIC AVAILABLE
OUTSIDE U.S.A.: WEATHER NOT AVAILABLE.
TRAFFIC SHOWS OTHER ADS-B EQUIPPED AIRCRAFT

GPS OPTIONS:
IFD440 ------------ GPS (AVIONICS STACK ONLY)
IFD440 ------------ GPS/COM/NAV (AVIONICS STACK ONLY)
GTR 630 ------------ GPS/COM (PILOT SIDE ONLY)
GTR 650 ------------ GPS/COM/NAV (PILOT SIDE ONLY)
GTR 750 ------------ GPS/COM/NAV (PILOT SIDE ONLY)

NOTE IFD440 NAV REQUIRES GMA 350H.
R44 RAVEN I & CADET
6-INST CONSOLE, GMA

REVISED: JANUARY 2019
R44 RAVEN I & CADET
6-INST CONSOLE, AUTOPILOT

REVISED: JANUARY 2019

REF: WITH ASPEN PFD
R44 RAVEN I & CADET
8-INST CONSOLE, ICS

REVISED: JANUARY 2019

ICS/ AUDIO PANEL:

TRANSPODER OPTIONS:

GPS OPTIONS:

NOTE: ADS-B INPUT (TRAFFIC & WEATHER);
NOTE: ADS-B OUT/IN
NOTE: IFD440 NAV REQUIRES GMA 350H.
R44 RAVEN I & CADET
8-INST CONSOLE, GMA

REVISED: JANUARY 2019
R44 RAVEN I & CADET
8-INST CONSOLE, AUTOPILOT

REVISED: JANUARY 2019

REF: GDU 700L or ASPEN PFD
REF: ASPEN PFD
R44 RAVEN I & CADET

REVISED: JANUARY 2019
R44 RAVEN II

INCLUDES GMA 350Hc

REVISED: JANUARY 2019
R44 RAVEN II
8-INST CONSOLE, GMA

REVISED: JANUARY 2019

AUDIO PANEL & ICS:
GMA 350H: --------- (STD)

TRANSPONDER OPTIONS:
GTX 335 --------- ADS-B OUT (STD)
GTX 345 --------- ADS-B OUT/IN

OUTSIDE U.S.A.: WEATHER NOT AVAILABLE. TRAFFIC SHOWS OTHER ADS-B EQUIPPED AIRCRAFT

TRANSCEIVERS:
GTR 225B: --------- (STD)

GPS OPTIONS:
IFD410: --------- GPS (AVIONICS STACK ONLY)
IFD410: --------- GPS/COM/NAV (AVIONICS STACK ONLY)
GTN 630: --------- GPS/COM (PILOT SIDE ONLY)
GTN 650: --------- GPS/COM/NAV (PILOT SIDE ONLY)
GTN 750: --------- GPS/COM/NAV (PILOT SIDE ONLY)
R44 RAVEN II
8-INST CONSOLE, AUTOPILOT

REVISED: JANUARY 2019

REF: GDU 700L or ASPEN PFD

REF: ASPEN PFD

NAV/LTS STBY NAV/COM ALT BATTERY

GMA350H: AUDIO CONTROL

GTX 3X5 X PDR

GTR 2253 X CVR

IPD440

GPS/COM/NAV

GTX 3X5 X PDR
R44 RAVEN II
G500H TXi, GDU 1060

REVISED: JANUARY 2019

REF: AUTOPILOT BELOW GTN
R66 TURBINE
8-INST CONSOLE

REVISED: JANUARY 2019

STANDARD

OPTIONAL
INCLUDES GMA 350H:

GTN 625/635/650
GPS/COM/NAV

79x729
ROBINSON
HELICOPTER COMPANY
2901 Airport Drive, Torrance, California 90505
Phone (310) 539-0508   Fax (310) 539-5198

8-INST CONSOLE
REVISED: JANUARY 2019
R66 TURBINE
R66 TURBINE
REVISED: JANUARY 2019
R66 TURBINE
8-INST CONSOLE, GMA

REVISED: JANUARY 2019

- Audio Panel & ICS:
  GMA 340H: _______ (STD)

- Transmitters:
  GTR 225B: _______ (STD)

- Transponder Options:
  GTX 345: _______ ADS-B Out (STD)
  GTX 345: _______ ADS-B Out/IN

- Note: ADS-B Input (Traffic & Weather), IN U.S.A. Weather & Traffic Available

- Outside U.S.A. Weather Not Available. Traffic Shows Other ADS-B Equipped Aircraft

- GPS Options:
  IFD420: _______ GPS (AVIDYNES STACK ONLY)
  IFD490: _______ GPS/COM/NAV (AVIDYNES STACK ONLY)
  GTR 650: _______ GPS/COM/NAV (Pilot Side Only)
  GTR 750: _______ GPS/COM/NAV (Pilot Side Only)
R66 TURBINE
8-INST CONSOLE, AUTOPILOT

REVISED: JANUARY 2019

REF: GDU 700L or ASPEN PFD

REF: ASPEN PFD

REF: ASPEN PFD
R66 TURBINE
G500H TXi, GDU 1060

REVISED: JANUARY 2019

REF: AUTOPILOT BELOW GTN